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Frontenac Heritage Foundation
Founded in 1972, the Frontenac Heritage Foundation is an incorporated, non-profit organization
created to promote the preservation of buildings that contribute to the heritage of Kingston,
Frontenac County and Loyalist Township. Managed by a voluntary Board of Directors who are
elected by the members at an annual meeting, it is financed by membership fees and investments
from property sales, as well as tax-deductible bequests and financial contributions. New
members are always welcome. The Foundation has acquired and restored a number of historic
properties over the past thirty years; it presently owns an early commercial building in downtown
Kingston. Its work includes the presentation of annual awards for heritage preservation in
Kingston, Frontenac County and Loyalist Township, sponsorship of public talks and seminars,
hosting workshops on practical aspects of heritage restoration and assistance with the publication
of books and articles on the region’s built environment.
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Awards Committee Report - 2008
Since 1982, the Frontenac Heritage
Foundation (FHF) has been actively
encouraging the preservation and retention
of our local architectural building stock by
providing heritage conservation awards to
owners, designers and builders. Many
significant buildings and some lesser known
projects within the boundaries of Kingston,
the County of Frontenac and Loyalist
Township have been recognized in this
fashion over the past 26 years.
Each year and aided by interested members,
the Awards Committee reviews nominated
restoration, renovation and building repair
projects with the intent of identifying the
ones that are considered worthy of
recognition. “Certificates of
Commendation” are prepared and presented
to the property owners who are primarily
responsible for the concept, implementation
and financing of the preservation effort.
“Certificates of Appreciation” are presented
to those designers and builders who are
asked to apply their time and skills in
preserving the selected buildings.

The Grand Theatre, Kingston, Ontario
Certificate of Commendation: The City of
Kingston, owner. Certificates of
Appreciation: Diamond and Schmitt
Architects in joint venture with Shoalts and
Zaback Architects Ltd., architects; ASCO
Construction Ltd., general contractor.

The Grand Theatre’s new façade / City of Kingston

The Committee considers the architectural
design and physical value of a building and
whether it is a rare or unique example of a
style or type of construction and/or whether
it exhibits a high degree of craftsmanship.
Associations with historical events and
people are considered as is the contextual
value of the building and whether or not the
project contributes to defining, maintaining
or supporting the historic character of an
area.

Citation: Originally constructed in 1879 as
the Martin’s Opera House, today’s Grand
Theatre is the result of a three year, $17
million renovation project by the City of
Kingston to provide a high quality
performing arts venue for amateur and
professional dance, drama, music and
comedy. Throughout its lifetime, the
building has been associated with some of
Kingston’s most notable citizens and
visiting entertainers. It also served
generations of Kingstonians as a popular
movie theatre.

In 2008, heritage conservation awards were
presented to the following groups and
individuals:

285 Queen Street, Kingston, Ontario
Certificate of Commendation: Jessup Food
& Heritage, Ltd., owner. Certificate of
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Appreciation: Alexander Wilson Architect
Inc., architect.
Citation: The process of renovating the
interior and restoring the exterior of the
oldest surviving church structure in
Kingston (circa. 1837) has resulted in a
wonderfully rejuvenated special event venue
that brings together an appreciation of
history and fine dining that is a testament to
the owner’s dual passions.

neighbouring townhouse block at numbers
226, 228, 230 and 232, this group of
residences provides a glimpse of what
Rideau Street looked like in the early 1900s.
66 Main Street, Kingston, Ontario
Certificate of Commendation: Joe &
Maureen Brites, owner. Certificates of
Appreciation: Hughes Downey Architects,
architect;Mr. Stan Garrah, carpenter.

Robert Crothers

222 & 224 Rideau Street, Kingston,
Ontario
Certificate of Commendation: Jean Fugere,
owner. Certificate of Appreciation: Mike
Edwards, mason.

Robert Crothers

Robert Crothers

Citation: The present condition of these
semi-detached townhouses represents many
years of dedicated restoration effort by the
owner who describes his motivation to be
“for the fun of it.” Along with the

Citation: Originally built in 1864, this
classical limestone building has historic
connections to a merchant grocer, hides
dealer, innkeeper, military tailor, long
serving alderman and the early congregation
of the Kingston Standard Church. Now a
triplex partially occupied by the owners, this
building is being returned to its original
appearance on this prominent corner lot.
272 Princess Street, Kingston, Ontario
Certificate of Commendation: Keystone
Property Management Inc., owner.
Certificates of Appreciation: Colbourne &
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Kembel, Architects Inc., architect; Harvest
Construction, contractor.

Margaret Angus Award
The Margaret Angus Award is presented for
the second time since it was established in
2007. This award for heritage conservation
serves to commend local citizens who
maintain pride in our heritage in the manner
exemplified by Dr. Margaret Sharp Angus.
It is awarded this year to Alexander Grant
(Sandy) MacLachlan, founder and life
member of the Frontenac Heritage
Foundation, founder of the MacLachlan
Woodworking Museum and restorer of
Canadian log buildings. Sandy MacLachlan
passed away on April 15, 2008.

Robert Crothers

Citation: Keystone Property Management
Inc. took up the challenge of improving
downtown living conditions in response to a
rejuvenated demand for loft like urban living
environments. The result is a number of
bachelor, one and two bedroom apartments
that all have been given a flavour of the
traditional wood, stone and brick materials.
They also form an important part of the
Princess Street streetscape and set an
example for other building owners.
Sandy MacLachlan
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The Grand Theatre
Kingston, Ontario
Originally constructed in 1879 as the
Martin’s Opera House, the building we
know today as “The Grand” has been given
a number of makeovers throughout its
history. The theatre was first destroyed by a
major fire in 1892 and not re-opened until
1902. It continued to be used for live
entertainment until 1938 when it was
converted and used as a movie theatre. In
1961, the interior was converted and used
for a short period as a parking garage. This
conversion caused a group of concerned
citizens and the City of Kingston to step in
and save the building from being lost
altogether. By 1966, the building was
repaired and The Grand reopened once again
as a platform for live performances.

Stage toward scaffolding/City of Kingston

The original theatre had clearly been a very
popular entertainment venue and is reported
to have supported over 1200 live
productions including opera, drama and
band performances. Renamed “The Grand
Theatre,” it was said to be one of the most
modern in Canada.

configuration, the cramped back stage area
and the deteriorating condition of the
building envelope, became causes for
concern.

The Lobby (winter 2007)/City of Kingston

In 2002, there was sufficient momentum to
support a comprehensive renovation and
enlargement of the whole facility. It resulted
in the recently completed three year, $17
million renovation project. The number of
modifications made to the building is
impressive and include: bedrock excavation
to provide an multi-purpose support space
for the orchestra pit and stage; removal of
the suspended plaster ceiling; reinforcement
of the weakened roof including structural
catwalks, elimination of columns;
improvements to the seating; modernization
of antiquated dressing rooms; consolidation
of administrative spaces and lobby
improvements to provide for receptions and
art displays.

Over the intervening years, a number of
renovations were made to the seating,
backstage, box office and foyer. In recent
years, however, the auditorium size and
Toward upstage left/City of Kingston
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The rebuilt Grand Theatre boasts an
impressive 762 seat theatre with greatly
improved sight lines and acoustics and an
enlarged and revamped 130 seat Baby
Grand, a black box theatre on the same site.
The front façade has been reconfigured to
provide a contemporary street presence for
this modern venue. At the same time and
recalling the 19th century, an architectural
pattern of store front glass and a broad
signage entablature ties the width together
while not disassociating itself from the
upper floors. A small segmented and
floating canopy reinforces the entrance
location.

Paul Christianson

Certificate of Commendation
The City of Kingston, Attn: Brian McCurdy,
Cultural Director.
Certificates of Appreciation
Architects: Diamond and Schmitt Architects
(Attn: Antra Roze) in joint venture with
Shoalts and Zaback Architects Ltd. (Attn:
Gerry Shoalts). General Contractor: ASCO
Construction Ltd., Attn: Gary Kozak.

Paul Christianson

Throughout its lifetime, this building has
been associated with some of Kingston’s
most notable citizens and visiting
entertainers including the often referenced
Oscar Wilde. As a result of the project
completed by the City of Kingston and
supported by its citizens, there will no doubt
be many more illustrious artists and
performers who will be attracted to this high
quality performing arts venue.

Paul Christianson
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285 Queen Street
Kingston, Ontario
The delightfully simple limestone structure
at 285 Queen St. is known to be the oldest
surviving church structure in Kingston. This
designated building was originally
constructed in 1837 to provide a gathering
place and a house of worship for the newly
formed congregation of the Catholic
Apostolic Church. Originally founded in
England, this sect was based on a mixture of
Catholic mysticism and Anglican Liturgy
and was governed by individuals identified
as Apostles. Catholic Apostolic
congregations were established throughout
Britain and the Empire from 1835 onward.
The first Apostolic clergyman in Kingston
had been the Anglican priest at Christ
Church Anglican in Ottawa.

original structure until 1959. The building
was then was then sold for $45,000 and used
as a meeting house by the Scottish Rite
Society.
When Paul Fortier purchased the building in
2006, it was in poor condition with virtually
none of the original interior remaining under
the many layers of tile, drywall, paint and
panel board. The front steps of the building
had been replaced with a minimalist metal
fire stair and many of the windows had been
partially boarded over to keep out the cold.
Fortunately, the gothic patterned front

Paul Christianson
Before
restoration / Paul Christianson

This simple, two level, gable ended church
was constructed of hammer dressed
limestone divided by pilasters into three
bays on the front and four equal side bays by
large Gothic arched windows and voussoirs.
There does not appear to be any evidence of
a building tower.

Robert Crothers

In 1951, this through lot with frontage on
both Queen St. and Colborne St. was sold
for $5,000 to the Kingston Pentecostal
Tabernacle whose congregation used the
11

transom window had been protected during
this process. Once uncovered, this
architectural detail provided a focus to recall
the building’s original purpose as a house of
worship and a venue to celebrate special
occasions.
In consultation with the Kingston Municipal
Heritage Committee, Mr. Fortier demolished
an older addition. In its place, the designers
created a rear addition of sympathetic but
modern styling to accommodate a new
entrance, kitchen, service/support facilities
and an owner’s apartment. After many
months of effort, the original sanctuary was
converted into a special occasion salon for
186 people. During the same period, the
church hall was converted to a second salon
capable of accommodating 146 people.

Jessup Food & Heritage, Ltd.

originally planned. In the same breath, he
passionately describes the concept of
creating a renaissance event venue that
offers a unique way to share his passion for
both history and food. Obviously, this
concept has struck a chord because the
facility has been very well received in the
Kingston catering marketplace. Bookings
are already being taken well into 2010.
Certificate of Commendation
Jessup Food & Heritage, Ltd., Attn: Paul
Fortier.
Certificate of Appreciation
Architect: Alexander Wilson Architect Inc.,
Attn: Mark Hildebrand.

Robert Crothers

Mr. Fortier, who has previous historic
catering experience at Fort Henry, Fort
York, Upper Canada Village and in Prescott,
willingly acknowledges the rejuvenation of
this building took more of his resources than

Jessup Food & Heritage, Ltd.
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222 and 224 Rideau Street
Kingston, Ontario
Construction of the semi-detached
townhouses at 222 and 224 illustrates an
early and interesting reversal of the attitude
of early builders in Kingston towards the use
of brick as a primary front façade building
material with stone taking a secondary place
on the side walls.

quality fire resistant material, brick gained
popularity as a less labour intensive
material.
The present condition of these semidetached townhouses represents many years
of dedicated restoration effort by the owner
who describes his motivation as being “for
the fun of it”. The building is now used as
one residential unit but it is laid out as per
the original two units. A newspaper stuffed
in the walls of one of the two rear additions
dates them at 1914; clearly the townhouses
were constructed well before that.

Robert Crothers

Until the late 19th century, most substantial
urban buildings were constructed of cut
limestone with formal façade designs that
quickly disappeared on the hidden side walls
where the construction changed to simple
brick party walls. The dominance of stone
was no doubt as much due to the availability
of stonemasons and the old world
aspirations of the builders as it was because
of the history of brick as an inferior material
that had also been known for its use as ship
ballast. However with the creation of local
brick kilns to supply the demand for a good

Robert Crothers

Work on the building has included
excavation at the front to expose a
previously visible basement, new front
entrance porches to the owner’s designs, all
new interior plumbing and electrical systems
and new plaster. The additions have new
supporting foundations but still have the
13

original stone sills and board siding. The
original windows have been replicated and

Along with the neighbouring townhouse
block at numbers 226, 228, 230 and 232
(2007 FHF award) this group of residences
provides a glimpse of what Rideau Street
looked like in the late 19th century.
Certificate of Commendation
Jean Fugere
Certificate of Appreciation
Mason: Mike Edwards

Robert Crothers
Robert Crothers

both the chimneys and roof have been
replaced.
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66 Main Street
Kingston, Ontario
According to area maps and assessment
records researched by the owner, the
original house on this lot was constructed
circa 1845. In 1864, it was replaced with the
dignified neo-classical limestone residence
now seen at the angled intersection of Main
Street and Raglan Road.

Revival services held by a Reverend J. G.
Nussey under a tent in nearby McBurney
Park lead to the formation of the Kingston
Standard Society. Later known as the
Kingston Standard Church, this organization
bought 66 Main Street in 1919. They used
the building as a sanctuary and residence for
the Reverend and his family until a new
church was built on Barrie Street in 1929.
During most of the 1900s, the house and its
kitchen additions functioned as a multiresidential property. When the present
owners purchased the property, they found
the building to be divided into six separate
units.

Robert Crothers

It is recorded that John Smith, a well known
hides dealer and owner of the Grand Trunk
Inn, purchased the land in 1860 for $200
dollars. In 1870, Mr. Smith sold the property
to grocer John Halligan for $3,000. This
radical increase in property value suggests a
significant improvement was made in the
building of the new house.
Additional research identifies that George
and Anne Creegan lived in the house from
1880 to 1909. Mr. Creegan was a master
tailor at the Tete de Pon Barracks in addition
to being elected five times to City Council.
Alderman Creegan, who also served on the
Roads Committee, may have been
responsible for the bylaw that named the
cross street after Lord Raglan. Mr. Creegan
served under Lord Raglan during the
Crimean War.

Robert Crothers

In the 1990s, the slow process of reclaiming
the original building fabric began with the
removal of dropped ceilings, the re-pointing
of masonry and the uncovering of hidden
fireplaces. Since 2005, a major effort
resulted in a restored entrance, a new
exterior front porch, a back stair and
decking, replacement and repair of original
window openings and additional lighting
and masonry work. On the interior, the
original plaster and wood mouldings were
replaced with replica patterned trim. Floors
and fireplaces were restored and wherever
original doors could not be retained, period

doors and hardware were installed. The
owners intend to continue the process of
restoration and wish to remove the
aluminum soffit to expose and repair the
dentils under the eaves and gables.

Certificate of Commendation
Joe & Maureen Brites

The building originally constructed on a
larger property now appears tightly
squeezed by its neighbours. Still, it appears
to be in very good condition and all the
efforts applied to this property have helped
to strengthen the slow renaissance taking
place in this neighbourhood.
Robert Crothers

Certificates of Appreciation
Architect: Hughes Downey Architects, Attn:
Mikaela Hughes. Carpenter: Stan Garrah.

Robert Crothers
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272 Princess Street
Kingston, Ontario
Many of Kingston’s downtown commercial
buildings were originally constructed with
second floor offices or residential
apartments above the retail level. The
purpose was to defray the cost of
construction and intensify the land use of the
property. When housing was scarce, there
was no difficulty obtaining tenants.
However, over many years these apartments
slowly fell into disrepair. The neglect
resulted in lower rents or even a lack of
tenants. Without an elevator, it was also
difficult to attract a good return for a second
or third floor walk-up.

Robert Crothers

Part of the success of this project is that it
has secured an extended life for these
primarily commercial buildings. Although
they are not designated buildings, they form
an important part of the Princess Street
streetscape and provide a continuity of scale,
materials, patterns and usage that binds the
area together. It is hoped this type of
development will be repeated in other
buildings that may be threatened with
economic instability.

272 Princess residences above Trailhead/R. Crothers

Keystone Property Management Inc. is one
of several property owners who have taken
up the challenge of improving downtown
living conditions in response to a
rejuvenated demand for loft like urban living
environments. The key to success for this
project seems to have been the decision to
provide the building with a wet sprinkler
system throughout all residential floors. This
decision allowed the designers additional
flexibility to leave the interior wall, floor
and ceiling structure exposed. The result is a
number of bachelor, one and two bedroom
apartments that all have been given a flavour
of the traditional wood, stone and brick
materials.

Robert Crothers

Certificate of Commendation
Keystone Property Management Inc., Attn:
Jamie Bennett.
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Certificates of Appreciation
Architect: Colbourne & Kembel, Architects
Inc., Attn: Todd Colbourne.
Contractor: Harvest Construction, Attn: Jim
Stewart.

Keystone Property Management Inc.
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Margaret Angus Award for Heritage Conservation
The ethic of conservation now shared in
Frontenac County is largely the result of the
work that Dr. Margaret Sharp Angus
dedicated to the heritage movement over a
period of more than six decades. She was an
unparalleled champion of history and
culture, spearheaded countless architectural
heritage initiatives, initiated the heritage
clothing collection at the Agnes Etherington
Art Centre and documented exhaustively
local heritage through both factual and
dramatic literature. Her most popular work,
The Old Stones of Kingston, is just one of
several significant publications that continue
to connect us to one another, and to our past.
The intimate working relationship that Dr.
Angus had with institutions that are central
to this region—Queen’s University, the
Agnes Etherington Art Centre, St. Lawrence
College, the Kingston General Hospital—
has also been widely recognized.

“Peg,” as she was known to friends, was a
principal co-founder of the Frontenac
Heritage Foundation, as well as a past
president, and a director. She also held
leadership positions in a wide variety of
related organizations, including local and
provincial historical societies, the Ontario
Heritage Foundation and Heritage Canada.
She received numerous awards for her work
including the nation’s highest honour: the
Order of Canada.
The Margaret Angus Award for heritage
conservation was created to recognize these
outstanding accomplishments. It also serves
to commend local citizens who maintain
pride in our heritage in a manner that she
wished to instil. Dr. Angus was the first
recipient of this award which was presented
on December 9, 2007. Dr. Angus passed
away on February 15, 2008.
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Alexander Grant MacLachlan
Alexander Grant (Sandy) MacLachlan was
one of the founders and life members of the
Frontenac Heritage Foundation. Born in
Kingston on August 12, 1924, he lived most
of his life in this community. An active
member of the Kingston Historical Society,
St. Margaret’s United Church, the H.M.C.S.
Huron Association, the H.M.C.S. Cataraqui
Association, the Clan MacLachlan Society,
the Boy Scouts and many other
organizations, Sandy played a crucial role in
building and sustaining the spirit of his
home community.
Sandy’s love for wood and the skilled
craftsmen who shaped wood during the 19th
and early 20th centuries led to his founding
of the MacLachlan Woodworking Museum,
which continues to flourish at the entrance
to Grass Creek Park, east of Kingston on
Highway 2. This Museum and its exhibits,
including the tools collected by him, provide
a generous, lasting memorial to this
knowledgeable, enthusiastic and energetic
man.

Sandy was passionate about Canadian log
cabins—especially ones constructed of
cedar—and he scoured eastern Ontario for
existing examples, one of which he acquired
for the MacLachlan Woodworking Museum,
and many more of which he helped to
preserve, sometimes helping others to move
and reconstruct them on their own property.
He was scheduled to talk on this topic in our
2008 Speakers and Tour Series when death
took him from us on April 15, 2008. What
we missed was seen by those attending one
of his last public talks, an enlightening and
enthusiastic illustrated lecture on log cabins
in eastern Ontario delivered to the Pittsburgh
Historical Society.
A pioneer in the heritage movement who
helped to preserve many of his beloved log
houses and who took a stand for the
preservation of the skills and tools of those
workmen who built the heritage buildings
that grace eastern Ontario, Sandy
MacLachlan makes an honoured recipient of
the Margaret Angus Award for outstanding
service to the conservation of heritage in the
greater Kingston Area.
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Contact Information
The Grand Theatre, Kingston, Ontario
Certificate of Commendation
Owner
The City of Kingston
216 Ontario Street
Kingston, Ontario K7L 2Z3
Attn: Brian McCurdy, Cultural Director
(613)546-4291 ext 1354
bmccurdy@cityofkingston.ca

Architects

Certificate of Appreciation
Diamond and Schmitt Architects in joint venture with Shoalts and Zaback
Architects Ltd.
Diamond and Schmitt Architects
384 Adelaide Street West
Suite 300
Toronto, Ontario M5V 1R7
Attn: Antra Roze
(416)862-8800 ext 351
aroze@dsai.ca
Shoalts and Zaback Architects Ltd.
4 Cataraqui Street, Ste. 206
Kingston, Ontario K7K 1Z7
Attn: Gerry Shoalts
(613) 541-0776
gshoalts@szarch.com

General Contractor

Certificate of Appreciation
ASCO Construction Ltd.
52 Antares Drive Unit # 11
Ottawa, Ontario K2E 7Z1
Attn: Gary Kozak
(613)224-1381
gary.kozak@ascoconstruction.com
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285 Queen Street, Kingston, Ontario
Certificate of Commendation
Owner
Jessup Food & Heritage, Ltd.
P.O. Box 213
Kingston, Ontario K7L 4V8
Attn: Paul Fortier
1-613-530-2550
1-643-530-2522 fax
paul.fortier@foodandheritage.com

Architect

Certificate of Appreciation
Alexander Wilson Architect Inc.
20 Gore Street
Kingston, Ontario K7L 2L1
Attn: Mark Hildebrand
(613) 545-3744
design@awarchitect.ca

222 & 224 Rideau Street, Kingston, Ontario
Certificate of Commendation
Owner
Jean Fugere
222 Rideau Street
Kingston, Ontario K7K 3A4
(613) 546-2154

Mason

Certificate of Appreciation
Mike Edwards
688 Montreal Street
Kingston, Ontario K7K 3J4
(613) 549-2050
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66 Main Street, Kingston, Ontario
Certificate of Commendation
Owner
Joe & Maureen Brites
66 Main Street
Kingston, Ontario K7K 3Y6
(613) 542-5718
Certificate of Appreciation
Architect
Hughes Downey Architects
230 Rideau Street
Kingston, Ontario K7K 3A4
Attn: Mikaela Hughes
(613) 544-9183
mikaela@hughesdowney.ca
Carpenter

Certificate of Appreciation
Stan Garrah
221 Raglan Road
Kingston, Ontario K7K 1L5
(613) 547-2115
garrah@yahoo.com

272 Princess Street, Kingston, Ontario
Certificate of Commendation
Owner
Keystone Property Management Inc.
179 Sydenham Street
Kingston, Ontario K7K 3M1
Attn: Mr. Jamie Bennett
(613)546-5555
jamie@keyprop.com

Architect

Contractor

Certificate of Appreciation
Colbourne & Kembel, Architects Inc.
739D Arlington Park Place
Kingston, Ontario K7M 8M8
Attn: Todd Colbourne
(613) 384-2240
todd@ckai.ca
Certificate of Appreciation
Harvest Construction
RR2 Ameliasburg, Ontario K0K 1A0
Attn: Jim Stewart
(613)561-5741 and (613) 962-7280
(613)922-1619 cell and (613)962-1346 fax
harvestconstruction@sympatico.ca
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Margaret Angus Award
Alexander Grant MacLachlan
1639 Bateau Lane
RR3 Gananoque, Ontario K7G 2V5
Attn: Ruth MacLachlan
613-382-2728 (Ross MacLachlan)
rmaclachlan@yahoo.com
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